Case Study
Pharma & Clean Room

NGI - More than just a supplier.
Weighing Levelling Feet
from NGI
The design and patent protected
NGI Weighing levelling feet is the
optimal choice for supporting and
easy weighing of machinery,
equipment, tanks and vessels in
environments with strict hygienic
requirements.
NGI weighing levelling feet are
optimized for the PR 6251 PanCake
load cell family to guarantee best
weighing performance and a very
compact construction, unmatched
reliability, robustness and stability,
which enable trouble-free operation
without adjustment, year after year.
Other brands of load cells are also
optional.

Boccard is a reliable partner to L’Oréal. They often
discuss innovative, new products than can contribute
to easier installation and optimize cleaning in their
production. Boccard chose to present NGI’s solution
to L’Oréal since NGI is already a trusted partner who
offer optimzied hygienic and innovative solutions to
Boccard. For this specific project L’Oréal needed feet
that were both hygienic, with integrated load cells
and easy to install - so they chose NGI

Boccard needed a supplier that could supply hygienic
machine feet with integrated load cells for large tanks,
but they also needed to be very easy to install on site.
Boccard talked to NGI - their supplier of hygienic components - and NGI offered them several solutions that
could live up to their technical specifications.
NGI was able to deliver a high quality hygienic load cell
feet that is both easy to integrate and more economical
than other standard load cell solutions on the market.
BOCCARD is very satisfied with the solution from NGI
and sees NGI as an innovative partner which they can
cooperate with on future projects. L’Oréal is also very
happy with the solution and will continue to install load
cell feet from NGI on future installations.

”BOCCARD has chosen NGI as supplier because NGI is
the only supplier of this sort of solution. And it is much
more easy to integrate and economical than the standard load cell kits available on the market. NGI is as an
innovative supplier that we will cooperate with and suggest to our customers for all sorts and types of standard
levelling solutions”
Bruno Acquistapace
Cosmetics Project Director, BOCCARD
www.ngi-global.com

